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Herron Audio
VTPH-2 Vacuum Tube Stereo Preamplifier
The Herron Audio VTPH-2 Preamplifier was created to
address the retrieval of musical information from vinyl LPs
without compromise. The original design (the VTPH-1) was
only originally intended for use by a few dedicated music
lovers in their cutting edge audio systems. The design was so
good and demand so high that the unit was refined and
engineered with the additional features and performance
enhancements which are incorporated in the VTPH-2. In the
process, important discoveries were made about tolerances
and the threshold of human hearing limits.
The VTPH-2 is a significant step forward in the art and
science of phono preamplification. Its dynamics and startling transparency may be difficult to describe, but are not
difficult to hear. Expect to discover new joy from every
record in your collection.
At Herron Audio, our goal has always been to reproduce, as faithfully as possible, the musical experience
captured on each of your cherished recordings. Nothing
removed, and—equally important— nothing added. Meticulous design, painstaking selection of component parts, and
the evolution of our experience help us get closer to that target with each new model.
This product is engineered to be user friendly and overcomes the fears that many have expressed concerning the use
of vacuum tubes in their systems. Its limited production ensures
that the components in each unit are matched to the highest
standards in the industry. Manufacturing of the unit is performed under the tightest of quality controls. Components are
hand-matched to exacting standards—to ensure identical unitto-unit performance. For example, capacitors in the RIAA
equalization stage are hand matched to tolerances of better
than 0.1%. The units are burned in, bench tested, and handmatched to the original design. These techniques ensure that
each unit performs to the high standards established in the
development of the original prototypes. This costly process is
reflected in the unprecedented performance and lack of unitto-unit variations of Herron Audio components.

The special power supply in all Herron Audio products
reflects the engineering innovation that allows the Herron
Phono Preamplifier to provide the highest musical satisfaction without the artifacts produced by most other
tube-based components. This power supply provides a
rigid voltage source to the tubes producing remarkable
resolution of musical events in time and sound stage. The
circuit board layout was engineered with all of its electrical
properties considered in order to achieve fine audio performance with greater consistency than hand wiring.
Compromise was not an option. The unique design of the
Herron VTPH-2 Phono Preamplifier, along with its conservative design and operating parameters means that owners
can expect the industry’s highest level of performance to
be maintained over the extended life of the unit.
Operating the Herron VTPH-2 Phono Preamplifier is easy
and straightforward. The unit has been designed to be exquisitely simple and user friendly, with its operational readiness
easily monitored. During the manufacturing process, every unit
is subjected to a battery of quality control checks. Each unit is
run through a full forty-eight hour burn-in, and then measurements are made to make sure that it is functioning correctly.
Last and most importantly, careful listening tests are made in
comparison to a reference unit, to make sure each Phono Preamplifier performs up to the strictest Herron
Available in black or silver

Herron Audio brings out the music in your system.
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Audio Standards
Component Features
• Two operating modes: Moving Coil and Moving Magnet
• Separate RCA input connectors for Moving Coil and Moving Magnet inputs
• Additional RCA connectors for external Moving
Coil loading.
• Moving Coil/Moving Magnet node switch
• 15 second mute during mode change
• Virtual bias Moving Coil input stage allows for infinite load
resistance (operation with cartridge unloaded)
• All-tube signal path (moving magnet mode)
• Passive RIAA equalization for accurate phase and
amplitude response
• Class A operation
• Star grounding for low interference susceptibility and clean
signal path
• Zero feedback-no feedback loops in the audio circuitry
• Low noise
• Gold plated RCA and ground connectors
• Audio path capacitors are high quality metal film
• Hand-picked components for accurate response
• Automatic muting at startup, mode change, and
shutdown
• 78,000 µF of power supply energy storage capacitance
• 4 levels of high voltage regulation
• Regulated soft-start DC filament supply
• Regulated tube bias supply
• Toroidal power transformer
• Reversing power line (AC) polarity switch for minimizing
line-to-chassis reactive currents and noise pickup
• Controlled warm-up of tube filaments and high voltage for
extended tube life
• Low plate operating currents for extended tube life and
cool operation
• Front panel indicators for power, voltage, and output (mute
release)
• Each unit is given a 48-hour burn-in, including rigorous
bench and listening tests

Specifications
Tube complement (Available in two 5 tube factory set
configurations)
(4  12AX7, 1  12AT7)
or
(2  12AX7, 3 12AT7)
Gain Moving
coil mode:

2  12AX7, 3  12AT7) 64 dB
(4  12AX7, 1  12AT7) 69 dB

Gain Moving
magnet mode:

(2  12AX7, 3  12AT7) 43 dB
(4  12AX7, 1  12AT7) 48 dB

Frequency response RIAA 20 Hz to 20 kHz ±0.1 dB
Signal-to-Noise
Ratio:

80 dB, A weighted, inputs shorted
(noise level will be tube dependent)

Output Impedance:

500 ohms nominal
(12AT7 “V5” dependent)

Input Impedance:
Moving Coil Inputs:

Infinite impedance with no load
resistors connected

NOTE: load resistors can be connected externally
via RCA connectors or soldered in internally
Moving Magnet
Inputs:

47,000 (47k) ohms, 100 pF

Absolute Polarity:

Non-inverting in both moving coil
and moving magnet modes

Toroidal power transformer:
Power requirements: .S.: 125 VAC 60 Hz, 30 VA
1
Fuse:
⁄2 amp 250 volt slow blow
Export:
230 VAC 50/60 Hz, 30 VA
1
Fuse:
⁄4 amp 250 volt slow blow
Overall dimensions: 17.6” wide  4” high  10”
deep
Warranty:

3 years, parts and labor
90 days for tubes
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